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Questions to be asked in bold.
This thesis has a clear message about Japanese debt being on the edge of sustainability,
especially in the short term refinancing purpose. Introduction, as well as the historical
overview are perfect. These parts provide a solid background story for the huge debt size,
striking low interest rates and the uncertainty that is rooted in domestic debt possession and
population ageing. To challenge the literature, author introduces own stricter definition of
debt sustainability and derives own optimal tax-to-GDP formula (p.15).

The reader loses a path on p.16 where a "Sensitivity Analyzes" title is provided followed by a
sentence "First... ", by a numbered section that repeats on the next page and by another title
and part "Modified Model". As the text structure is not linear, why author did not
consider to introduce numbering the sections?

Section "Modeling Different Demographic Scenarios", p.18 comes unexpectedly as the
demography is not mentioned previously, neither in introduction, nor in historical overview or
in the method part. Such an important element should be more promoted since the beginning
and embodied better in this work. In case I missed it, could author explain and point out
how is the demographic aspect rooted in his thesis?

Author provides a comparison of results based on a model used by Broda&Weinstein and on
his own, having different sustainability definition. I highly appreciate the smart trick of
focusing on positive interest rate gap only which helps to save work and keep focus (p.22).
On the other hand, without the numbered sections I find it difficult to distinguish where the
"Results" part ends. Maybe it should be called Calculations as it announces many results and
covers a significant part of the thesis' body, p.20-34. Could author briefly summarize the
message of the "Results" part?

Part Discussion, p.35-40, combines description of results with a literature review, linking back
to the Japan case. The location of this section is found rather unusual and it might be useful
to announce the rules of the game in advance. Or equally, it might be splitted into literature
part and short discussion summary. Conclusion closes briefly, p. 41.
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